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Preview the following: A deluge of recent press releases and reports have indicated that Google is
set to make an over-the-air (OTA) system update for users of Android devices running version 4.4.x
and higher. At this time, OTA updates for other devices like the Nexus range are still not being
released to the public. Google quietly posted a sample app on their Market for developers to try out
with the OTA system. However, the rollout process is still underway and for now, these download
links won't be available on some of the original links or service links on this article. These links will
work once they're available for download. Android 4.4 also known as Android KitKat is a major
release of the Android platform. Android 4.4 is now considered to be one of the most influential
software releases of all-time. This is a major release that has witnessed a number of significant
changes to the platform. Android 4.4 also adds in a number of new features and changes that affect
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the way users interact with the system. Android 4.4 is a major version that includes a lot of
significant changes and features. Among these changes are improvements to the notification system,
new APIs, new security settings, new sharing options, as well as a redesigned Settings application.
This update also has a wide range of changes that affects the way that Android operates for users.
The platform has added in a number of exciting changes like Picture-in-Picture. When the software
update is active, users are able to select a video source and then display that video in the system
while an other source is displayed in a small window on the side of the video source. This is a really
neat feature and one that users are really happy about. The new version of Android also has a
number of other great features that the users are excited about. The first is the way the user
interface has been reworked and redesigned. This change makes the application much faster and
easier to navigate. When the software is new, there is a real sense of excitement and joy, however
this excitement and joy lasts for a brief period of time. Inevitably the disappointment sets in when
users find that the new user interface is a little bit buggy or unstable. These bugs mean that the new
software may not work as well as the old version did. While this is a real disappointment and one
that users really should not take lightly. Users are also excited about the new features added in the
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